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The genesis . . .

I Ecological macroeconomics

I “Transition to sustainability? Feasible scenarios towards a
low-carbon economy”, by Giovanni Bernardo and Simone
D’Alessandro (2014)
http://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/53746/

I Peter Victor’s question: How can we manage our economy
without growth?

I Our question: Which are the dynamics that the transition to
sustainability would provoke to the socio-economic system?

I A bit more precise: How will the goal of 80% reduction in
carbon emissions by 2050 with respect to the 1990 level change
our life?

I Our answer: No idea! But for sure such a transition will shake
our socio-economic system.

http://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/53746/
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Deep uncertainty and TRADE-OFFS

No win-to-win strategy

How to choose?



Our idea . . . not only our

I Sustainability must consist not only of ecological constraints, but
also of social issues.

I Who can define the social constraints?

I Given the trade-offs among different social attributes, we hope in
a democratic process which determines the path, the winners
and the losers.

I Sustainability is a political concept, an agreement in a
direction,which may also change along the transition itself, given
the huge changes in the system (e.g. the emergence of new
institutions and the new power relations in the society).
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What can we do now?

We can shrink the analysis to the local scale, where top-down
decisions are strictly linked to the territory.

Where, hopefully, citizens and their Mayor share the same streets, the
same bars, the same life!
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Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP)
http://www.covenantofmayors.eu/

5, 939 Signatories and 189, 632, 495 European inhabitants are
involved (up to yesterday!)

http://www.covenantofmayors.eu/
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Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP)

I By their commitment, Covenant signatories aim to meet and
exceed the European Union 20% CO2 reduction objective by
2020.

I Within predefined time frames, they formally undertake to fulfill
the following:

I Develop adequate administrative structures, including allocation
of sufficient human resources, in order to undertake the necessary
actions;

I Prepare a Baseline Emission Inventory;
I Submit a Sustainable Energy Action Plan within the year

following the official adhesion to the Covenant of Mayors
initiative, and including concrete measures leading to at least
20% reduction of CO2 emissions by 2020;

I Submit an implementation report at least every second year after
submission of their Sustainable Energy Action Plan for
evaluation, monitoring and verification purposes.
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Cascina (PI)
The municipality of Cascina signed the Covenant of Mayors in 2013,
and had to submit the SEAP by March 2014.

November 2013: WOW! Now I know what to do! I’m going to. . .
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Knock to his door!

Alessio Antonelli - Sindaco di Cascina, Pisa, Italy
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Our Goal

i. Develop a model able to assess the societal implications of the
actions of the SEAP.

ii. Provide a tool for the policymakers which may be use in
identifying the most effective choices.

iii. Monitor the effects of policies over time and identify
inefficiencies and weaknesses.

I The participative method allows the policymakers to be part of
the construction of the qualitative model and to increase their
awareness in the instrument.

I System dynamics allows for a modular approach to modeling,
that permits the analyst to decompose a complex social or
behavioral system into its constituent components and then
integrate them into a holistic model that can be easily visualized
and simulated.
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Building the model: two participative meetings

Round 1

How SEAP actions may influence the quality of life
on the territory, by achieving the CO2 emissions

reduction target?

Round 2

Evaluate the model obtained in the first round and
identify the main questions that the quantitative

analysis should answer.
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Which variables must be considered?



Actions and indicators



Their faces



The result: the chaos



Macro-structure of the model



Transport



Efficiency and Renewables



Economic wellbeing impacts



Human wellbeing impacts



From qualitative to quantitative



The Baseline Emission Inventory

Six sectors, full of data.



The SEAP
20 actions for 20% CO2 emissions reduction.



Preliminary Scenarios: business as usual
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Concluding Remarks



Is this project a degrowth initiative?

I The local administration is not involved in the degrowth
movement.

I However, the reduction of GHG emissions and the improvement
in the quality of life are our common goals.

I The investigation of the societal impacts of strategies towards a
low carbon society can clarify how degrowth initiatives can
improve the wellbeing on a territory.

I Citizens understand the trade-offs very well, and they can
support the change.

I Social movements should be sufficiently strong and influential to
change policymakers’ strategy.
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